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Abstract—To address the need for a flexible model of the
bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) that is
also suitable for inversion, the FLAIR Model (Four-Scale Linear
Model for AnIsotropic Reflectance) has been developed [1]. Based
on the more detailed Four-Scale Model [2], FLAIR is a linear
kernel-like model, developed with the aim of not being limited
to specific canopy characteristics or view/illumination geometry,
while maintaining a direct relationship between canopy architec-
tural properties and model coefficients. Having been previously
demonstrated to have the ability to capture the bi-directional
patterns in both forward and inverse modes of calculation, this
paper examines the FLAIR model in describing the boreal canopy
by applying FLAIR to multiangular data sets obtained by various
sensors during BOREAS 1994. Effects of sensor field of view,
ranges of view/solar illumination geometry, and multiple sensor
use on BRDF derivation and inversion for canopy parameter
retrieval are considered.

Index Terms—Bidirectional reflectance, mathematical models,
model inversion, remote sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

E FFORTS to monitor global vegetation cover and land sur-
face albedo have lead to extensive investigations of bidi-

rectional reflectance characteristics of vegetative canopies; for
example see [3]–[8]. Reviews of these models have also been
performed [9]–[10] which help to highlight the benefits and
weaknesses of various approaches. As an increasingly detailed
influx of data is produced, the need exists for a flexible model
of canopy bidirectional reflectance suitable for inversion and
that provides quantitative information about canopy architec-
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tural and reflectance characteristics that may be used for com-
parison to other canopies. One such model developed as a re-
sult of this isFLAIR (Four-ScaleL inear Model ofAnisotropic
Reflectance) [1], based on the Four-Scale Model of Chen and
Leblanc [2].

The ability of FLAIR to model forest canopy reflectance
has been demonstrated in part by comparing modeled results
to those produced by Four-Scale [1]. Further, when the Four-
Scale Model was used to simulate boreal forest canopy BRF
data sets (used to validate the Four-Scale Model [2], [6]), in-
version with FLAIR provided BRF functions with coefficients
that maintained a direct relevance to the canopy characteristics
used to produce the simulated data. Application of FLAIR to
data obtained from the spaceborne POLDER over Canadian bo-
real forests has also been demonstrated to provide realistic ef-
fective leaf area index, (where , the product of
the canopy clumping index and the half total leaf area per unit
horizontal ground area), and mean overstorey and background
reflectance factors [11]. Additional validation and examination
of FLAIR with data obtained by airborne CASI, POLDER, and
PARABOLA sensors are the subject of this paper.

In short, the FLAIR model is a sum of contributions of four
component constituents of the canopy, as described in [1] (and
summarized in Appendix A). It is expressed as

BRF (1)

where are the four scene component mean reflectance fac-
tors ( : shaded overstorey; : shaded background;: sunlit
overstorey; : sunlit background), and are the viewed propor-
tions of the four scene components contributing to the observed
BRF, (see Appendix A). These are functions of the view/illumi-
nation geometry and the effective leaf area index.

Further, by separating shaded from sunlit contributions,
FLAIR provides information on the multiple scattering con-
tribution from both the canopy and diffuse sky. The ratio of
shaded to sunlit reflectance factors (as discussed in [1]) is re-
ferred to here as the overstorey and understorey multiscattering
factors, and .
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II. FLAIR A PPLICATION TOCANOPY REFLECTANCE

During BOREAS campaigns of 1994 [12], [13]
(BOREAS’94), forest canopy reflectance measurements
were collected within the northern and southern Canadian
taiga biome regions. This was done with a variety of airborne
sensors, including POLDER [6], [14], PARABOLA [15], [16],
and CASI [17], [18]. The aim is to examine the potential for
extrapolation of each derived reflectance function from FLAIR
inversion to allow quantitative comparisons between forest
sites, and between temporal changes within a site. One aspect
inherent within this study is the ability to relate information
provided by a variety of remote sensing instruments. Individual
sensors each have unique angular and spectral resolutions, and
are subject to view/illumination geometry limitations based
on sensor location, deployment characteristics, and timing.
Thus, each sensor provides a uniquely limited measure of the
surface reflectance variations. FLAIR was used to derived
inverse functions from BRF observations from each of the
three sensors, allowing between-detector and between-site
comparisons of the ability to invert measured BRF to obtain a
reflectance function and obtain canopy characteristics.

Inversion was performed on each spectral channel individu-
ally, with the derived parameters determined by the minimum
constraint volume [1]. The minimum constraint volume is de-
rived using a modified simplex method. It is defined as the
smallest constraint volume determined by the simplex method
that allows all modeled constraints, based on the provided data,
to define the bound region within which an optimal feasible
vector can pass. This is calculated iteratively for nadir canopy
gap fractions, ), determined as a function
of as described in (A6). The value of is iteratively in-
creased, starting at zero, and the FLAIR model inverted to obtain
the reflectance factor coefficients at each iteration. This process
continues until the minimum constraint volume repeatably in-
creases from one solution to the next. The reflectance factors
derived for the value of used to obtain the minimum con-
straint volume are flagged as the most probable result. For more
detail, see [1].

Multiple results (multiple minimum constraint volumes as a
function of ) occurred in some simulations. In many cases, es-
pecially for red spectral bands, these additional results included
multiscattering ratios of 0 or 1, with values of less than 0.2 or
larger than 5. Two effects were deemed to be responsible here.
First, in the red band, BRF values are generally low (0.05)
for boreal canopies. Sensor noise, atmospheric modeling ac-
curacy, and natural variations in surface reflectance may com-
bine to prevent a quantitative measure of canopy BRDF for the
range of view/illumination geometry available. In the near in-
frared (nir), derived reflectance factors andwere consistent
with measured values from various published studies. At these
longer wavelengths, natural variations in surface reflectance and
the influence of atmospheric scattering on the remotely sensed
signal is less significant relative to the magnitude of the sur-
face reflectance. Derived reflectance factor values will be ex-
pected to vary somewhat between sensors and between sensor
and “nominal” values as all reflectance factors are determined
for differing bandwidths and band centers.

Secondly, multiple scattering characteristics in the overstorey
and background levels should be similar in magnitude. Having
shaded overstorey receive almost no contribution from canopy
multiple scattering and diffuse sky, while shaded background
areas receive significant contributions is not realistic, and does
not match previous attempts to measure these levels [18], [19].
An additional constraint was thus included to the inversion algo-
rithm, where overstorey and background multiscattering factors
are constrained such that the smaller value is within 50% of the
larger.

Site biophysical parameters are then determined based on the
minimum constraint volume that would simultaneously meet
constraints imposed by the infrared BRF data and multiscat-
tering limits, and allow for successful (not optimal) inversion
of the visible (red) BRF data. In some cases this minimum con-
straint volume occurred for a range of. When this happened,
the range of results are reported.

A. Applications to POLDER Data

During BOREAS’94, the POLDER sensor was mounted on-
board a C-130 airplane and repeatedly flown over each site to
obtain multiview angle measures of the canopy reflectance near
the principal, perpendicular, and oblique planes, relative to the
Sun. Different spectral bands were acquired using a rotating
filter wheel in the view path, two are examined here, 670 nm
and 864 nm. The sensor was flown at an altitude of 1675 m
above ground level (a.g.l.), providing ground pixel dimensions
of 35 35 m at nadir. Data was averaged to 33 pixels to
reduce noise.

Reflectance factors were provided for this study. The 6S at-
mospheric algorithm [21] was used with a mid-arctic summer
atmospheric model, allowing for the derivation of the top-of-
canopy reflectance factors from measured top-of-atmosphere
radiance values [6]. Reflectance factors derived from July 21,
1994 data, from a 900 900 m area around each site were used.
Functions were determined for the forward mode using values
recommended by [2] and [6] (Table I), and then by FLAIR inver-
sion to obtain canopy properties (Fig. 1). These data sets provide
multiple view angle (multi- ) BRFs for a single solar illumi-
nation angle per site (uni-).

1) Old Black Spruce:Data acquisition occurred with
. Here, the sensor was flown approximately 10off the

solar and cross-solar planes. When applying SSA-OBS nominal
site architectural and reflectance factor values (Table I) to pro-
duce canopy BRF, it was found that the forward modeled BRF
curve reproduced the measured POLDER BRF values. Inver-
sion of this data results in a function that also reproduces these
values [Fig. 1(a)]. Note however that the inverse derived re-
flectance near the horizon starts to increase, resulting in a more
“bowl-like” appearance. Canopy parameters determined from
inversion suggest a relatively bright overstorey and dark under-
storey, with a smaller than measured in the field. In the inver-
sion of this uni- data, the minimum constraint volume ranged
between . The upper limit of this range is
similar to the value of reported by [6]. Within this
range, resulting component mean reflectance factors decreased
slightly with increasing , also approaching values reported
for this site. A summary is provided in Table II.
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TABLE I
NOMINAL INPUT MODEL DATA FROM OBSERVED FIELD DATA FOR

BOREAS’94 TOWER FLUX SITES

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Near solar plane BRF values for SSA-OBS (� = 33:5 , � �

[10 (backscatter), 170(forescatter)]) and SSA-OJP (� = 35 , � � [2.5
(backscatter), 177(forescatter)]) BOREAS sites as measured by the airborne
POLDER. Forward FLAIR results utilize nominal canopy properties (Table I).
Inverse FLAIR functions are also shown, using the middle range results as
discussed in the text. Horizontal bars indicate sensor field of view.

2) Old Jack Pine: BRF measurements were obtained with
. Here the sensor was flown closer to the solar and

cross-solar planes, within 3. When applying SSA-OJP nominal
site values, it was found that the forward modeled BRF function

TABLE II
CANOPY PROPERTIESDETERMINED FOR THEPOLDER SSA-OBSAND

SSA-OJP BRF UNI-� DATA SETS BY FLAIR INVERSION. rmse AND r

VALUES ARE DETERMINED BY COMPARING FLAIR FUNCTIONS TOOBSERVED

BRF DATA. PROPERTYVALUE RANGES INDICATE THE RANGE OF THE

MINIMUM CONSTRAINT VOLUME DETERMINED DURING THE INVERSION

PROCESS. ARROWSINDICATE THESERANGES FROM LOW! HIGH L . N
REFERS TO THENUMBER OFVIEW ANGLES PERBAND USED IN THEINVERSION

reproduced this data [Fig. 1(b)]. The inverted FLAIR function
also reproduced the general shape and magnitude in both the red
and near infrared, with a more “bowl-like” forescatter region.
Parameters determined from inversion results in a darker over-
storey and brighter understorey, with larger than measured
in the field. Again, this uni- data provided a range of results,
with (Table II). In this case, the lower end
of the range is more comparable to the value measured in the
field ( ). Within this range the inverse FLAIR derived
reflectance factor values were generally noted to decrease with
increasing .

B. Applications to PARABOLA Data

With the PARABOLA sensor [15], [16] three different
spectral bands were acquired during BOREAS’94, centered
at 662 nm, 864 nm, and 1658 nm. An angular resolution of
15 was used at an altitude of25 m a.g.l. Partial data sets of
the SSA-OBS and SSA-OJP site BRFs were provided for this
study. Field reflectance values of the canopy components at
1658 nm were not available for this investigation. Comparison
between the multi- data and POLDER uni- data demon-
strate two significant differences. In the forescatter region, a
definite bowl shape is present in the PARABOLA data, but not
with POLDER. In the backscatter region, the hot spot is less
well defined by PARABOLA, often appearing to extend almost
to the horizon. This is probably due in part to the increased
angular field of view and wider bandwidths.

1) Old Black Spruce:Here, the forward FLAIR modeled
BRF (derived with the nominal parameters discussed above)
over-estimate observed values in the forescatter region, and
underestimate observed backscatter values [see Fig. 2(a) for

) for all . The inverse FLAIR functions better
match the general shape and magnitude of the observed BRF,
providing better correlation to the forescatter bowl feature. The
unusually flat and bright backscatter regions recorded by this
sensor are not well modeled by FLAIR. Inverse derivedis
under-estimated, and reflectance factors are similar to field
values (Table III).

2) Old Jack Pine: When examining SSA-OJP data, forward
FLAIR functions generally reproduce the shape and magnitudes
of measured BRF, but underestimate the extent of the forescatter
bowl feature. Inverse FLAIR functions better match this feature
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Solar plane BRF values for SSA-OBS (� = 45 , � � [0
(backscatter), 180 (forescatter)]) and SSA-OJP (� = 45 , � � [0
(backscatter), 180 (forescatter)]) BOREAS sites as measured by the
PARABOLA. Forward FLAIR results utilize nominal canopy properties
(Table I). Inverse derived BRF functions are also shown. Horizontal bars
indicate sensor field of view.

[Fig. 2(b)]. Neither function is able to reproduce the measured
bright backscatter region. The bright near-horizon BRF deter-
mined by the inverse function is due to FLAIR’s attempt to fit
a low hot spot feature with a bright backscatter plateau. To fit
the forescatter region, derived background reflectance factors
are decreased (Table III) and multiscattering contributions are
increased relative to nominal field observations (Table I).

PARABOLA is subject to relatively coarse spectral (between
60 nm and 200 nm) and angular resolution (15). This appears
to “flatten” the measured BRF around the hot spot, resulting
in lower BRF and a hot spot peak which appears more like a
hot spot plateau in the region. Note how
the hot spot peak fits completely within one observational field
of view. Also, as PARABOLA operated at a height of13 m
above the top of canopy (25 m above the ground), the shadow
of the instrument may also influence the measured BRF in the
hot spot region. At this low height, the ground footprint signif-
icantly changes in size, ranging from 9.1 mat nadir to 80
m at , with the average distance to the top of canopy
changing from 13 m at nadir to 28 m. Such variations may re-
sult in poor sampling of the larger scale tree distribution (50
50 m ) and shadowing effects modeled by FLAIR. The canopy
gap probability is no longer a function of a tree groups, but be-
comes more related to small-scale tree distributions. At nadir

the number of crowns viewed may range from a partial crown
to as many as 3–4 trees, with up to 11 measurements performed
for each view angle. Other observations at 2 m resolution have
demonstrated that can easily range 1 within each BOREAS
site [22].

Reported and correlation coefficients ( ) are calcu-
lated using all observed BRFs in the red, NIR, and MIR bands
(Table III). With this range of view/illumination geometries,
FLAIR inversion was able to converge for both canopies, how-
ever the spatial scale of the observations are not adequately
modeled by FLAIR, which may explain the poor correlation of
derived with field measurements.

C. Applications to BOREAS-CASI Data

BRFs of the SSA-OJP site were obtained from 2 m resolu-
tion airborne multi- imagery taken at 1600 m a.g.l. during
February FFC-W and August/September IFC-3 campaigns. The
CASI was run in imaging mode, providing two bands for this
study. During the winter campaign, bands were centered at 666
nm and 865 nm, with bandwidths of 16 nm and 25 nm, respec-
tively. For the late-summer campaign, bands were centered at
665 nm and 880 nm with bandwidths of 6 nm and 8 nm respec-
tively. Atmospheric correction was performed using the Cana-
dian Advanced Modified 5S (CAM5S) [23]. BRFs were ob-
tained by dividing the 1 1 km region centered on the Tower
Flux Site into 50 50 m sub-sites, with each sub-site aver-
aged to provide a mean BRF comparable to the POLDER data
sets discussed above. Each sub-site view orientation ( )
was determined using aircraft GPS and sensor pitch and roll,
with determined based on time of acquisition and site lat-
itude and longitude [18]. The 16 winter multiangle acquisitions
resulted in 5357 BRF values, while the six late summer acqui-
sitions resulted in 1371 BRF values.

Unlike PARABOLA, BRF values taken from CASI spectral
imagery have small angular widths (between 0.5and 3
depending on sensor tilt) and small spectral bandwidths. This
smaller spatial averaging does not significantly influence the
magnitude and gradient of the BRF curve nearer the hot spot.

As no BRF is obtained at the hot spot during either CASI
campaign, the forescatter bowl shape becomes the dominant
influence in determining inverse FLAIR functions. Note the
relative BRF increase at small scattering angles compared to
POLDER and PARABOLA data. At large , FLAIR kernels
indicate that there are significant contributions by shaded
components to forescatter BRF [1], while sunlit components
are uniquely significant contributors in the hot spot region only.
With little BRF observed in this region, model inversion is
expected to be less accurate in determining sunlit component
reflectance values. Resulting BRF functions are provided in
Fig. 3.

1) Summer Old Jack Pine:BRF measurements were
obtained with . In the forward mode, the
derived FLAIR function does not reproduce the magnitude
of the BRF near the hot spot [Fig. 3(a)]. The forscatter bowl
region however is better defined. This may be due in part to
the accuracy of atmospheric correction algorithms at lower
sun angles; where multiple scattering becomes more complex,
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TABLE III
CANOPY PROPERTIESDETERMINED FOR THEPARABOLA SSA-OBSAND SSA-OJP BRF MULTI-� DATA SETS BY FLAIR INVERSION. rmse AND r VALUES

ARE DETERMINED BY COMPARING FLAIR FUNCTIONS TOOBSERVEDBRF DATA

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Solar plane BRF values for SSA-OJP for late summer (� = 60 ,
� � [0 (forescatter)]) and mid-winter (� = 70 , � � [0 (backscatter),
180 (forescatter)]). BOREAS sites as measured by airborne CASI. Forward
FLAIR results utilize nominal canopy properties (Table I). Inverse derived BRF
functions are also shown.

and as atmospheric azimuthal asymmetry was not applied.
FLAIR inversion derives shaded reflectance factors similar
to those determined by inversion for the other cases, with

. Sunlit overstorey reflectance factors however are
brighter than those determined with the other data sets, with
lower multiscattering ratios (Table IV). This results from the
increased gradient in the forescatter hot spot region and lack of
data nearer the hot spot and further in the backscatter region.

2) Winter Old Jack Pine:During February, the sun remains
near the horizon in Canada, resulting in .
During this campaign, field measurements of the background
snow cover reflectance were performed [18], with a resulting

nadir reflectance factor of 0.85 for both red and nir bands
being determined. When this value is used, forward FLAIR
functions generally reproduce the CASI BRF winter observa-
tions [Fig. 3(b)]. Inversion results in a bright understorey with
an overstorey similar in reflectance to the summer inversion,
low multiscattering ratios, and . Winter overstorey
reflectance factors and values similar to the summer
inversion results demonstrates FLAIR’s ability to separate
contributions of various canopy components to observed BRF
subject to environmentally different conditions.

III. D ATA SET COMPARISON

The time scale of the three campaigns provides a temporal
baseline ranging from spring to mid-summer to late-summer
and winter (for SSA-OJP), with PARABOLA (May 1994),
POLDER (July 1994), and CASI (Sept. 1994; Feb. 1994) cam-
paigns. This provides “snap-shots” of canopy BRF throughout
one year. Observations of the background [18], [19] and
overstorey [6], [25] during the May to September growing
period indicate minor changes occurred in the constituents’
reflectance. Given this, observed BRF should be similar for
each data set, subject only to the BRDF (assuming no sensor
and calibration artifacts are present) and the presence of snow
in the winter.

Comparisons of inverse FLAIR functions demonstrate simi-
larities between sensors, with POLDER and PARABOLA data
inversions resulting in comparable reflectance characteristics
and overstorey . However, limiting the data set to one
(POLDER) can prevent FLAIR from converging upon one set
of canopy parameters. When multiple (and ) are used
(PARABOLA, CASI) then FLAIR inversion is better able to
converge upon a canopy description. This suggests that an
increased range of both view and illumination orientations
when obtaining canopy BRFs allow for better canopy char-
acterizations, demonstrating the usefulness of multiple angle
and multitemporal remote sensing of vegetated surfaces. Com-
parison between species after inversion of both POLDER and
PARABOLA data suggests a slightly larger for the jack pine
site relative to black spruce. This is opposite to published field
data [6], [25] for these sites. High resolution measurements of
overstorey density for these sites [22] suggest thatcan vary
up to 1 within a few tens of meters, thus sensor placement
may be a contributing factor to this result.
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TABLE IV
CANOPY PROPERTIESDETERMINED FOR THECASI LATE SUMMER AND MID-WINTER SSA-OJP BRF MULTI-� DATA SETS BY FLAIR INVERSION.

RMSEAND r VALUES ARE DETERMINED BY COMPARING FLAIR FUNCTIONS TOOBSERVEDBRF DATA

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Solar-plane BRF functions determined by FLAIR inversion using
POLDER, PARABOLA, and CASI data sets as discussed in the text.

Direct comparisons of the SSA-OJP canopy parameters de-
rived from inversion have POLDER and PARABOLA data re-
sulting in a denser, darker overstorey relative to CASI inversion
results. Quantitative discussion of these values are limited due
to the different band centers and widths for each sensor. In all
three cases, observed BRFs provide well-defined forescatter re-
gions, with only CASI data not including hot spot or backscatter
observations. When using inversion results from one sensor to
reproduce data observed at other sensor orientations (Fig. 4), all
resulting BRF functions reproduce the forescatter region with
differences occurring in the magnitude of the hot spot, related to
the model sensitivity in this region to the overstorey density and

brightness. With CASI data inversion, overstorey reflectance is
determined by the BRF curve gradient in the forescatter region
toward the hot spot, and not the backscatter BRF. Also, instru-
ment field of view, band spectral width, and pointing accuracy
can influence the measured hot spot and backscatter BRF. As
suggested by the FLAIR kernels [1], accurate retrieval of over-
storey reflectance and density depends in part on including ac-
curate measurements of the BRFs in these regions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the FLAIR model was examined by inverting
boreal forest BRF obtained by three different sensors during
different seasonal conditions. Validation of FLAIR has been
previously demonstrated with respect to the Four-Scale Model
[1] and with space borne POLDER data [11]. As with many
other existing linear kernel models, FLAIR has been demon-
strated to: i) be able to utilize known canopy architecture
characteristics and reflectance to model canopy BRF, and ii)
use multiangle reflectance measurements to produce canopy
BRF functions applicable to a wide range of solar illumina-
tion/view geometries. Unlike these more traditional models
however, FLAIR has also demonstrated the potential of iii)
determining reasonable and quantitative canopy architectural
and reflectance properties through inversion of multiangle BRF
measurements. Other models are also being developed with
the potential for this capability (such as GHOST [26]), and
a comparison between models will help further quantify the
ability to use inversion to determine canopy properties.

When the boreal canopy data sets were examined, forward
FLAIR functions were able to reproduce measured BRF to
a high degree of accuracy (large , low ) with some
discrepancies observed in the hot spot and backscatter region.
These discrepancies appear related in part to sensor bandwidth
and calibration characteristics, rather than to deficiencies in the
FLAIR model.

Inversion provided functions that reproduced measured BRF.
In these cases, inverse functions match the magnitude of the hot
spot region for each sensor’s observations, while maintaining
the shape and magnitude of the forescatter region. Comparing
results for each sensor individually demonstrates the model’s
ability to distinguish canopy component characteristics, al-
lowing for monitoring of temporal changes within a site.
The potential to compare characteristics between sites is also
suggested, but was not sufficiently demonstrated here due to a
lack of view/illumination orientations in the data, and in some
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cases to small spatial scales. FLAIR demonstrated improved
ability to converge upon a canopy parameter set when a range
of view/illumination geometry is used. Discrepancies in using
FLAIR did appear when inverting reflectance factors observed
in the red spectral region. This may demonstrate a sensitivity of
FLAIR to natural variations in canopy reflectance not associ-
ated with BRDF, or to increased signal-to-noise due to the low
signal levels. When inverse functions derived from one data
set are used to reproduce BRFs observed by other sensors (at
different ) difficulties again arose with the magnitude of the
hot spot not being properly reproduced. As this difficulty was
not observed when using an individual sensor’s data to produce
BRF for various , spatial scale variations as well as sensor
band centers and bandwidth and calibration characteristics are
believed to be contributing influences.

APPENDIX A

The following is a summary of FLAIR [1]. Symbols are de-
fined in Table V. Canopy BRF may be expressed as

(A1)

After substitution for the probabilities discussed in [1], this may
be rewritten into a four coefficient expression in (A2)–(A5),
as shown at the bottom of the page, where the proportions of
viewed and illuminated background ( respectively) are
given by

(A6)

The probability of viewing within-crown solar-illuminated fo-
liage is expressed as

(A7)

(equation updated based on more general description of [27])
where

(A8)

where a first-order geometric scattering phase function provided
by Chen and Leblanc [2] is used here

(A9)

An angular hot spot correlation function is also introduced in
[1], as follows:

(A10)
where

(A11)

(A12)

Canopy multiple scattering is expressed as ratios of sunlit to
shaded reflectance for the overstorey and understorey

(A13)

(A14)
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